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I am GoldenGalya, a Kyiv artist. 
 I participate in national and 
 international exhibitions. 

In 2021 I won the all-Ukrainian painting competition 
"Colors of Life:  Turkey,  Alanya", organized by the 

Turkish Embassy.

I create vintage textured paintings in 
my unique technique.



Whole worlds come to life 
 in my paintings thanks to three-

dimensional patterns and textures.

You will want not only to admire, but also to 
touch these textured paintings.

With a vintage look, my paintings resemble 
exclusive valuable antiques from museum or 

private collections.



You will not only admire the vintage 
aesthetics, but also immerse yourself in 

the deep essence of each depicted object.

My paintings look noble and exclusive, and 
delight their hosts and their guests every day.



Thanks to author's technique, my paintings 
resemble ancient frescoes, bas-reliefs or 

noble antiques.

I always invest deep symbolism
 in the paintings, carefully selecting ornaments 

depending on the era or depicted events.

 These unique three-dimensional patterns support 
and enhance the energy and information

 component of my paintings.





How to order a painting?

1. If you have already decided on the subject and size of the painting, then immediately write or call me.
2. Or we decide together with the subject and size of the painting, depending on your interests, 

character and type of room — for this also write or call me;)
3. I calculate the timing and cost of creating such a painting.
4. After receiving a prepayment of 50% of the value of the painting, I buy materials and start creating a 

painting.
5. We agree on the sketch and all the nuances of the painting. My goal is to make the painting perfect 

for you.
6. I will properly pack the finished painting and send it to you by Nova Poshta.  You pay the remaining 

50% of the cost when you receive the finished painting.

Contacts:
Cell +38(067)-508-81-81,  Viber 
Telergam @goldengalya_official 


